
 
 

“Supplier tricks: orders and deliveries” 
 
We have had our fair share of “bad” suppliers, mostly due to 
the questionable actions and judgement of their reps and 
delivery personnel. Here is a list of some of the situations 
we’ve encountered: 
 
Ordering stock: 

 The rep will write up a suggested order without the 
merchandiser or manager present; or wait until you’re 
busy and under pressure to accept the suggested order 

 The rep will accept your order and then adjust it later; 
unless you compare orders vs. deliveries you won’t 
always pick up an extra box 

 The rep will automatically order stock of new products 
on your behalf without your approval 

 The rep will move stock back on the shelves and then call 
the manager/merchandiser to show how well the stock is 
selling and to order more 

 The rep will rather do the order with a merchandiser, 
who generally orders more, than with the manager, who 
generally orders less 

 
Deliveries: 

 Certain suppliers have become famous for having 
incorrect/short deliveries. Owner-drivers re-sell all “short 
delivered” stock to make extra cash. The ones that 
deliver and merchandise are the worst: 

- On the truck, before delivery, they open the boxes at 
the bottom and take out stock; they then deliver 
these boxes to sites that don’t check the quantities 
delivered. 

- Stock is packed quickly by delivery personnel, before 
the invoice can be checked; this is a good indication 
that the stock was short to begin with. 

- They complain if you check the boxes individually 
and count the items inside; claiming that you’re 
wasting their time. It’s best to check the invoice and 
pack the stock yourselves. 

 You must have a clear line at receiving that defines stock 
that’s in and stock that’s out. “Received” stock can easily 
be placed back on the truck without your knowledge. You 
should place yourself at this line when receiving stock so 
that every item must move past you to be received. 

 Don’t turn your back on the stock or leave to do 
something during the delivery. Some deliveries can take 
up to an hour and it’s easy to get distracted. This creates 
a gap for stock to be taken back to the delivery vehicle or 
other stock from your store room to go missing. 

 
Sites that don’t communicate orders, receiving, stock counts 
and losses between the Retailer and personnel are the easiest 
targets for order and delivery “mistakes”.

 
BEST PRACTICES: 
DO place orders based on what you’ve sold and not based on the amount of shelf space you have available 
DO check each delivery invoice line by line from top to bottom to ensure that you receive what you’re paying for 
DO re-calculate hand-written invoices, especially if the calculation was done by the delivery personnel 
DO create a separate, dedicated delivery space if your store room or receiving area is too small 
DON’T ever accept that the box is full, especially if it has been resealed e.g. ice cream & chips; open it up and count the contents 
DON’T be relieved if delivery personnel offer to merchandise your stock; no-one does anything for free 
DON’T assume your merchandisers are as diligent about ordering and receiving stock as you are; train and re-train them 
 
QUICK WINS: 
Always re-calculate handwritten invoices, especially if the delivery personnel have written out the invoice on site. Train your cashiers 
to re-check invoices for early deliveries such as bread and newspapers. Ensure you re-check VAT calculations as well. 
To take the pressure off your merchandisers and/or receiving manager try to schedule big deliveries for different days and train your 
personnel to prepare for deliveries and orders, this will give them sufficient time:  
 - to prepare the store room to receive stock and to ensure stock rotation 
 - to do stock counts before big deliveries when stock levels are low and easy to count 
 - to open boxes and count stock being delivered as well as check expiry dates 
 - to remain at the receiving entrance throughout the entire delivery and to check that delivery personnel don’t shoplift 
 - to insist short deliveries or invoice mistakes are fixed on the spot 

 

FEIS 4 FUEL assists and supports potential, new and existing Fuel Retailers with  
a comprehensive basket of services to become more profit efficient.  
Contact us at any time for a site visit. We focus on: 

 Service Station Performance Improvement & Restructuring 

 Service Station Change Management  

 Service Station Management Outsourcing 
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